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Abstract

QoS routing involves selection of paths for flows based on the knowledge at network nodes about the availability of

resources along paths, and the QoS requirements of flows. Several QoS routing schemes have been proposed that differ

in the way they gather information about the network state and select paths using this information. Most of these

schemes can be categorized as best path routing where a source node selects the ‘‘best’’ path for each incoming flow

based on its current view of the global network state. It has been shown that best path routing schemes require frequent

exchange of network state, imposing both communication overhead on the network and processing overheads on the

core routers. On the other hand, proportional routing schemes proportion incoming flows among a set of candidate

paths. Two key questions that arise under proportional routing are how to select candidate paths and how to pro-

portion flows among candidate paths. We propose a scheme that selects a few widest disjoint paths as candidates and

equalizes the blocking probabilities of the candidate paths. We show that our proportional routing approach yields

higher throughput with lower overhead than best path routing approach. Furthermore, we present a method for ag-

gregating the state of an area and extend the proportional routing approach to provide hierarchical routing across

multiple areas in a large network.
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1. Introduction

Routing in the current Internet focuses pri-

marily on connectivity and typically supports only

the ‘‘best-effort’’ datagram service. The routing
qAn earlier abridged version of this paper appeared in the

Proceedings of IWQoS�01, June 2001 [18].
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protocols deployed, such as OSPF [17], use the

shortest-path routing paradigm, where routing is

optimized based on static metrics such as hop

count or administrative weight. While the service

offered by these protocols is suitable for traditional

data applications such as ftp and telnet, it is not
adequate for many emerging applications such as

IP telephony, video on-demand and teleconfer-

encing, which require stringent delay and band-

width guarantees. The ‘‘shortest paths’’ chosen for

the best-effort service may not have sufficient re-

sources to provide the requisite service for these
ed.
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applications. Moreover, with explosive growth of

Internet traffic, the shortest-path routing paradigm

of current Internet also leads to unbalanced traffic

distribution––links on frequently used shortest

paths become increasingly congested, while links

not on shortest paths are underutilized [29].
QoS based routing has been proposed [6] as a

way to address these issues. Under QoS routing, a

flow requests for a specific quality of service and it

is admitted only if the requested QoS can be

guaranteed. Paths for flows are dynamically se-

lected based upon the knowledge of resource

availability (referred to as QoS state) at network

nodes and the QoS requirements of flows. Upon
arrival of a flow, the source router first selects, 1

based on its view of the network state, a path that

is likely to satisfy the requirements of the flow. It

then sends a setup request to reserve the requested

bandwidth along the path. This request is accepted

and the flow is admitted if sufficient bandwidth is

available at all links along the path. Otherwise the

request is rejected and in that case the flow is
blocked, i.e., no attempt is made to reroute the

flow. The goal of a QoS routing scheme is then to

minimize the overall flow blocking probability. A

survey of various QoS routing schemes can be

found in [4].

In QoS routing, some knowledge regarding the

(global) network QoS state is crucial in performing

judicious path selection. This knowledge, for ex-
ample, can be obtained through (periodic) infor-

mation exchange among routers in a network.

Under best-path routing approach, each router

constructs a global view of the network QoS state

by piecing together the QoS state information

obtained from other routers, and selects the ‘‘best

path’’ for a flow based on this global view of the

network state. Examples of the best-path routing
approach are various QoS routing schemes [1,15]

based on QoS extensions to the OSPF routing

protocol. Best-path routing schemes work well

when each source node has a reasonably accurate

view of the network QoS state. However, as the

network resource availability changes with each

flow arrival and departure, maintaining an accu-
1 Here we assume source routing with bandwidth guarantees.
rate view of the network QoS state is impractical,

due to prohibitive communication and processing

overheads entailed by frequent QoS state infor-

mation exchange. In the presence of inevitable in-

accurate information regarding the global network

QoS state, best-path routing schemes suffer de-
graded performance.

As a viable alternative to the best-path routing

approach, we proposed [20] a novel localized pro-

portional routing approach to QoS routing. Under

this proportional routing approach, instead of

(periodically) exchanging information with other

routers to obtain a global view of the network QoS

state, a source router attempts to infer the network
QoS state from locally collected flow statistics such

as flow arrival/departure rates and flow blocking

probabilities, and performs adaptive proportion-

ing of flows among a set of candidate paths based

on this local information. As a result, the localized

proportional routing approach avoids the draw-

backs of the conventional best-path routing ap-

proach.
Under pure localized approach, the candidate

path set remains static while their proportions are

adjusted dynamically. A network node under lo-

calized approach can judge the quality of paths

only by routing some traffic along them. So, it is

not possible to update the candidate path set based

on local information alone. On the other hand,

due to changing network conditions, a few good
candidate paths cannot be selected statically

whereas dynamic selection of candidate paths re-

quires global QoS state updates. However, these

updates would not cause significant burden on the

network as long as their frequency is not more

than what is needed to convey connectivity infor-

mation in traditional routing protocols like OSPF.

The QoS state of each link could then be piggy-
backed along with the conventional link state up-

dates. Hence it is important to devise proportional

routing schemes that work well even with infre-

quent global updates. We propose such a scheme

widest disjoint paths (wdp) that uses infrequently

exchanged global information for selecting a few

good candidate paths based on their long term

available bandwidths. Flows are proportioned
among the candidate paths using local information

to cushion the short term variations in their
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available bandwidths. This hybrid proportional

routing approach adapts at different time scales to

the changing network conditions.

The schemes discussed so far assume that each

router in the network is aware of the topology and

the state of the whole network. This is referred to
as flat routing and under flat routing, each router

participates in link state updates and maintains

detailed information about the entire network.

This introduces significant burden on every router

and as the size of the network grows, the overhead

at each router increases tremendously. To provide

a scalable solution, hierarchical routing is sug-

gested [3,17] as an alternative to flat routing. Under
hierarchical routing, a network is divided into

multiple areas. 2 The routing within the area is flat

with each router having detailed information

about routers and links in that area. But the rou-

ters have only sketchy aggregate information

about other areas. To route traffic destined for

other areas, a source router may select a partial

higher level path, based on the aggregate infor-
mation, that gets expanded, based on the detailed

information, at the ingress border router of each

area along the path. Such a hierarchical routing

reduces the overhead at each router by limiting the

scope of link state updates and maintaining only

summary information about other areas.

The hierarchical routing approach while re-

duces the burden on a router, introduces inaccu-
racy in the information available for routing. The

performance of hierarchical routing hinges criti-

cally on how topology and state of a network are

aggregated and how paths across areas are selected

based on aggregate information. It is somewhat

straightforward to summarize routing information

when best-path routing is employed. On the other

hand, it is not obvious how to aggregate the state
when multiple paths are used to route traffic be-

tween a pair of routers. We propose an aggrega-

tion method that summarizes the state of multiple

paths between two routers using a single metric

and extend the proportional routing approach to

provide hierarchical routing across multiple areas

in a large network. We evaluate the performance
2 Also referred to as peer groups in PNNI [3].
and show that the proposed hierarchical propor-

tional routing scheme performs as well as flat

proportional routing. Furthermore, we demon-

strate that with only aggregate information it

outperforms even flat best-path routing schemes

having detailed information about the network.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In

Section 2, we introduce the proportional routing

framework and motivate hybrid approach to

proportional routing that selects a few good can-

didate paths using global information and pro-

portions traffic among these paths using local

information. Section 3 describes our scheme for

selecting widest disjoint paths as candidates. Sec-
tion 4 presents the proposed aggregation metric

and the hierarchical proportional routing scheme.

Section 5 discusses the related work. Section 6

evaluates the performance of the proposed

schemes. Section 7 concludes the paper.
2. Proportional routing framework

In this section, we first lay out the basic as-

sumptions regarding the proportional routing

framework we consider in this paper. We then

present a global optimal proportional routing

procedure (opr), where we assume that the traffic

loads among all source–destination pairs are

known. The opr procedure gives the least blocking
probability that can be achieved by a proportional

routing scheme. However, it is quite complex and

time consuming. We use the performance of opr as

a reference to evaluate the proposed scheme. We

then describe a localized adaptive proportioning

approach that uses only locally collected path state

metrics and assigns proportions to paths based on

their quality. We then propose a hybrid approach
to proportional routing that uses global informa-

tion to select a few good candidate paths and

employs localized adaptive proportioning to pro-

portion traffic among these paths. 3
3 Note that proportioning of traffic among multiple paths is

performed at the flow level. Once a flow is admitted, all its

packets follow the same path.
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2.1. Problem setup

In all the QoS routing schemes considered in this

paper we assume that source routing (also referred

to as explicit routing) is used. More specifically, we
assume that the network topology information is

available to all source nodes (e.g., via the OSPF

protocol), and one or multiple explicit-routed

paths or label switched paths are set up a priori

between each source and destination pair using,

e.g., MPLS [24]. Flows arriving at a source to a

destination are routed along one of the explicit-

routed paths (hereafter referred to as the candidate
paths between the source–destination pair). For

simplicity, we assume that all flows have the same

bandwidth requirement––one unit of bandwidth.

When a flow is routed to a path where one or more

of the constituent links have no bandwidth left, this

flow will be blocked. The performance metric in

our study will be the overall blocking probability

experienced by flows. We assume that flows from a
source to a destination arrive randomly with a

Poisson distribution, and their holding time is ex-

ponentially distributed. Hence the offered traffic

load between a source–destination pair can be

measured as the product of the average flow arrival

rate and holding time. Given the offered traffic load

from a source to a destination, the task of pro-

portional routing is to determine how to distribute
the load (i.e., route the flows) among the candidate

paths between a source and a destination so as to

minimize the overall blocking probability experi-

enced by the flows.

2.2. Global optimal proportioning

The global optimal proportioning has been
studied extensively in the literature (see [25] and

references therein). Here it is assumed that each

source node knows the complete topology infor-

mation of the network (including the maximum

capacity of each link) as well as the offered traffic

load between every source–destination pair. With

the global knowledge of the network topology and

offered traffic loads, the optimal proportions, for
distributing flows among the paths between each

source–destination pair, can be computed as de-

scribed below.
Consider an arbitrary network topology with N
nodes and L links (please refer to Fig. 1 for the
notation). For l ¼ 1; . . . ; L, the maximum capacity
of link l is ĉcl > 0, which is assumed to be fixed and
known. The links are unidirectional, i.e., carry

traffic in one direction only. Let r ¼ ðs; dÞ denote a
source–destination pair in the network. Let kr

denote the average arrival rate of flows arriving at

source node s destined for node d. The average
holding time of the flows is 1=lr. Recall that each

flow is assumed to request one unit of bandwidth,
and that the flow arrivals are Poisson, and flow

holding times are exponentially distributed. Thus

the offered load between the source–destination

pair r is mr ¼ kr=lr.

Let bRRr denote the set of feasible paths for

routing flows between the pair r. The global op-
timal proportioning problem can be formulated

[10–12] as the problem of finding the optimal
proportions fa�

r ; r 2 bRRrg where
P

r2R̂Rr
a�
r ¼ 1, such

that the overall flow blocking probability in the

network is minimized. Or equivalently, finding

the optimal proportions fa�
r ; r 2 bRRrg such that the

total carried traffic in the network, W ¼P
r

P
r2R̂Rr

armrð1� brÞ is maximized. Here br is the
blocking probability on path r when a load of
mr ¼ armr is routed through r. Then the set of
candidate paths Rr are a subset of feasible pathsbRRr with proportion larger than a negligible value

�, i.e., Rr ¼ fr: r 2 bRRr; a�
r > �g. This global opti-

mal proportional routing problem is a con-

strained nonlinear optimization problem and can

be solved using sequential quadratic program-

ming [5,23].
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2.3. Localized adaptive proportioning

The optimal proportioning procedure described

above requires global information about the of-

fered load between each source–destination pair. It
is also quite complex and thus time consuming.

We have shown [19,20] that it is possible to obtain

near-optimal proportions using simple localized

strategies such as equalization of blocking proba-

bilities (ebp) and equalization of blocking rates

(ebr). Let fr1; r2; . . . ; rkg be the set of k candidate
paths between a source–destination pair. The ob-

jective of the ebp strategy is to find a set of pro-
portions far1 ; ar2 ; . . . ; arkg such that flow blocking
probabilities on all the paths are equalized, i.e.,

br1 ¼ br2 ¼ 	 	 	 ¼ brk , where bri is the flow blocking
probability on path ri. On the other hand, the
objective of the ebr strategy is to equalize the flow

blocking rates, i.e., ar1br1 ¼ ar2br2 ¼ 	 	 	 ¼ ark brk .
By employing these strategies a source node can

adaptively route flows among multiple paths to a
destination, in proportions that are commensurate

with the perceived qualities of these paths. The

perceived quality of a path between a source and a

destination is inferred based on locally maintained

flow statistics: the offered load on the path and the

resulting blocking probability of the flows routed

along the path. This information can be easily

collected at a source by keeping track of the
number of flows routed along a path and the

number of flows blocked along that path.

In this work, we use a simpler approximation to

ebp that computes new proportions as follows. The

proportions are changed gradually using two pa-

rameters maximum proportional change, d and the
corresponding expected proportional change in

blocking probability, / to approximate Erlang�s
loss formula. These parameters capture the relative

change in blocking probability corresponding to a

change in the load, i.e., if the load is changed by a

fraction d, the blocking probability would change
by a fraction /. Based on these parameters, the
new load mð1Þri

onto a path ri is computed based on
the current offered load mð0Þri

and blocking proba-

bility bð0Þri
. Let �bbð0Þ ¼

Pk
i¼1 að0Þ

ri
bð0Þri

be the current
mean blocking probability. The load onto a path ri
is decreased as follows if its current blocking

probability bð0Þri
is higher than the mean �bbð0Þ:
mð1Þri
¼

mð0Þri

1þmin d;
bð0Þri

��bbð0Þ

bð0Þri

d
/

� � :

Similarly the load is increased as follows if bð0Þri
is

lower than �bbð0Þ:

mð1Þri
¼ mð0Þri

1

0
@ þmin d;

�bbð0Þ � bð0Þri
�bbð0Þ

d
/

0
@

1
A
1
A:

The corresponding proportions would then be

að1Þ
i ¼ mð1Þri

=
Pk

j¼1 m
ð1Þ
rj
. Essentially the load onto a

path ri is increased or decreased based on whether
its current blocking probability bð0Þri

is lower or

higher respectively than the mean �bbð0Þ. The mag-
nitude of change is determined based on the rela-

tive distance of bð0Þri
from �bbð0Þ. Furthermore it is

ensured that the change is gradual by limiting the

magnitude of change to a fraction d. The mean
time between proportion computations is controlled
by a configurable parameter h. This period h
should be large enough to allow for a reasonable

measurement of the quality of the candidate paths.

The blocking performance of the candidate paths

are observed for a period h and at the end of the
period the proportions are recomputed.

2.4. Hybrid approach to proportional routing

The global proportioning procedure described

above computes optimal proportions a�
r for each

path r given a feasible path set bRRr for each source–

destination pair r. Taking into account the over-
head associated with setting up and maintaining

the paths, it is desirable to minimize the number of

candidate paths while minimizing the overall
blocking probability. However achieving both the

minimization objectives may not be practical.

Note that the blocking probability minimization

alone, for a fixed set of candidate paths, is quite

complex and time consuming. Minimizing the

number of candidate paths involves experimenting

with different combinations of paths and the

complexity grows exponentially as the size of the
network increases. Hence it is not feasible to find

an optimal solution that minimizes both the ob-

jectives. Considering that achieving the abso-

lute minimal blocking is not very critical, it is
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worthwhile investigating heuristic schemes that

tradeoff slight increase in blocking for significant

decrease in the number of candidate paths.

The localized approach to proportional routing

is simple and has several important advantages.

However it has a limitation that routing is done
based solely on the information collected locally.

A network node under localized proportional

routing approach can judge the quality of paths/

links only by routing some traffic along them. It

would have no knowledge about the state of the

rest of the network. While the proportions for

paths are adjusted to reflect the changing qualities

of paths, the candidate path set itself remains
static. To ensure that the localized scheme adapts

to varying network conditions, many feasible

paths have to be made candidates. It is not pos-

sible to preselect a few good candidate paths

statically. Hence it is desirable to supplement lo-

calized proportional routing with a mechanism that

dynamically selects a few good candidate paths.

We propose such a hybrid approach to pro-
portional routing where locally collected path state

metrics are supplemented with globally exchanged

link state metrics. The traffic is proportioned

among the candidate paths using local informa-

tion. These proportions are computed after every h
interval. A set of few good candidate paths Rr are

maintained for each pair r and this set is updated
based on the global information. The mean time
between candidate path updations is controlled by

a configurable parameter n, where n � h. In the
next section, we describe a scheme that selects

widest disjoint paths as candidates.
3. Candidate path selection

Two key questions that arise in candidate path

selection are how many paths are needed and how

to find these paths. Clearly, the number and the

quality of the candidate paths selected dictate the

performance of a proportional routing scheme.

There are several reasons why it is desirable to

minimize the number of paths used for routing.

First, there is a significant overhead associated
with establishing, maintaining and tearing down of

paths. Second, the complexity of the scheme that
distributes traffic among multiple paths increases

considerably as the number of paths increases.

Third, there could be a limit on the number of

explicitly routed paths such as label switched paths

in MPLS [24] that can be setup between a pair of

nodes. Therefore it is desirable to use as few paths
as possible while at the same time minimize the

congestion in the network.

In this section, we present the procedure for

selecting a few good candidate paths. To help de-

termine whether a path is good and whether to

include it in the candidate path set, we define width

of a path and introduce the notion of width of a set

of paths. The candidate path set Rr for a pair r is
changed only if it increases the width of the set Rr

or decreases the size of the set Rr without reducing

its width. The widths of paths are computed based

on link state updates that carry average residual

bandwidth information about each link.

A basic question that needs to be addressed by

any path selection procedure is what is a ‘‘good’’

path. In general, a path can be categorized as good
if its inclusion in the candidate path set decreases

the overall blocking probability considerably. It is

possible to judge the utility of a path by measuring

the performance with and without using the path.

However, it is not practical to conduct such in-

clusion–exclusion experiment for each feasible

path. Moreover, each source has to independently

perform such trials without being directly aware of
the actions of other sources which are only indi-

rectly reflected in the state of the links. Hence each

source has to try out paths that are likely to de-

crease blocking and make such decisions with

some local objective that leads the system towards

a global optimum.

When identifying a set of candidate paths, an-

other issue that requires attention is the sharing of
links between paths. A set of paths that are good

individually may not perform as well as expected

collectively. This is due to the sharing of bottleneck

links. When two candidate paths share a bottle-

neck link, it may be possible to remove one of the

paths and shift all its load to the other path

without increasing the blocking probability. Thus

by ensuring that candidate paths do not share
bottleneck links, we can reduce the number of

candidate paths without increasing the blocking
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probability. A simple guideline to enforce this

could be that the candidate paths be mutually

disjoint, i.e., they do not share any links. This is

overly restrictive, since even with shared links,

some paths can cause reduction in blocking if

those links are not congested. What matters is not
the sharing itself but the sharing of bottleneck links.

While the sharing of links among the paths is static

information independent of traffic, identifying

bottleneck links is dynamic since the congestion in

the network depends on the offered traffic and

routing patterns. Therefore it is essential that

candidate paths be mutually disjoint w.r.t. bottle-

neck links.
To judge the quality of a path, we define width

of a path as the residual bandwidth on its bottle-

neck link. Let ĉcl be the maximum capacity of link l
and ml be the average load on it. The difference
cl ¼ ĉcl � ml is the average residual bandwidth on
link l. Then the width wr of a path r is given by
wr ¼ minl2r cl. The larger its width is, the better
the path is, and the higher its potential is to de-
crease blocking. Similarly we define distance [15] of

a path r as
P

l2r ð1=clÞ. The shorter the distance is,
the better the path is. The widths and distances of

paths can be computed given the residual band-

width information about each link in the network.

This information can be obtained through periodic

link state updates. To discount short term fluctu-

ations, the average residual bandwidth information
is exchanged. Let s be the update interval and utl be
the utilization of link l during the period ðt � s; tÞ.
Then the average residual bandwidth at time t,
ctl ¼ ð1� utlÞĉcl. Hereafter without the superscript,
cl refers to the most recently updated value of the
average residual bandwidth of link l.
To aid in path selection, we also introduce the

notion of width for a set of paths R, which is the
maximum flow carriable by paths in the set R that
is computed as follows. We first pick the path r�

from R with the largest width wr� . If there are

multiple such paths, we choose the one with the

shortest distance dr� . We then decrease the residual
bandwidth on all its links by an amount wr� . This

effectively makes the residual bandwidth on its

bottleneck link to be 0. We remove the path r�

from the set R and then select a path with the next
largest width based on the just updated residual
bandwidths. Note that this change in residual

bandwidths of links is local and only for the pur-

pose computing the width of R. This process is
repeated till the set R becomes empty. The sum of
all the widths of paths computed thus is defined as

the width of R. Note that when two paths share a
bottleneck link, the width of two paths together is

same as the width of a single path. The width of a

path set computed thus essentially accounts for the

sharing of links between paths.

The procedure to compute the width of a path

set R is shown in Fig. 2. In each iteration, a subset
of paths R� with the largest width w� are identified

(lines 4–5). From these widest paths, a path r� with
the shortest distance d� is selected (lines 6–7). The

width w� of path r� is added to the total width W
(line 8). The residual capacities of all the links

along the path r� is reduced by an amount w� (lines

9–10). This in turn affects the widths of other paths

in R. Note that this change in residual capacities of
links is local and only for the purpose computing

width of R. The path r� is removed from the set
(line 11) and this process is repeated till the set R
becomes empty (line 3). The resulting W is con-

sidered to be the width of R. The narrowest path,
i.e., the last path removed from the set R is referred
to as NARROWEST(R).

Based on this notion of width of a path set, we

propose a path selection procedure that adds a new

candidate path only if its inclusion increases the
width. It deletes an existing candidate path if its

exclusion does not decrease the total width. When

the number of candidate paths reaches the speci-

fied limit, it replaces a candidate path with another
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path if this change increases the width. In other

words, each modification to the candidate path set

either increases the width or decreases the number

of candidate paths. We refer to this scheme as

widest disjoint paths (wdp). Essentially wdp selects

widest paths that are mutually disjoint w.r.t. bot-
tleneck links.

The selection procedure is shown in Fig. 3.

First, the load contributed by each existing can-

didate path is deducted from the corresponding

links (lines 2–4). After this local adjustment, the

residual bandwidth cl on each link l reflects the
load offered on l by all source destination pairs
other than r. Given these adjusted residual band-
widths, the candidate path set Rr is modified as

follows.

The benefit of inclusion of a feasible path r is
determined based on the number of existing can-

didate paths (lines 6–8). If this number is below the

specified limit g, the resulting width Wr is the width

of Rr [ r. Otherwise, it is the width of Rr [ rn
NARROWEST(Rr [ r), i.e., the width after ex-
cluding the narrowest path among Rr [ r. Let W þ

be the largest width that can be obtained by add-

ing a feasible path (line 9). This width W þ is

compared with width of the current set of candi-
Fig. 3. The candidate path set selection procedure for pair r.
date paths. A feasible path is made a candidate if

its inclusion in set Rr increases the width by a

fraction w (line 10). Here w > 0 is a configurable
parameter to ensure that each addition improves

the width by a significant amount. It is possible

that many feasible paths may cause the width to be
increased to W þ. Among such paths, the path rþ

with the shortest distance is chosen for inclusion

(lines 11–13). Let r� be the narrowest path in the
set Rr [ r (line 14). The path r� is replaced with rþ

if either the number of paths already reached the

limit or the path r� does not contribute to

the width (lines 15–16). Otherwise the path rþ is
simply added to the set of candidate paths (lines
17–18). When no new path is added, an existing

candidate path is deleted from the set if it does not

change the width (lines 20–22). In all other cases,

the candidate path set remains unaffected. It is

obvious that this procedure always either increases

the width or decreases the number of candidate

paths.

It should be noted that though wdp uses link
state updates it does not suffer from the syn-

chronization problem unlike global best path

routing schemes. There are several reasons con-

tributing to the stability of wdp: (1) The infor-

mation exchanged about a link is its average not

instantaneous residual bandwidth and hence less

variable. (2) The traffic is proportioned among

few ‘‘good’’ paths instead of loading the ‘‘best’’
path based on inaccurate information. (3) Each

source–destination pair uses only a few candidate

paths and makes only gradual changes to the

candidate path set. (4) The new candidate paths

are selected for a pair only after deducting the

load contributed by the current candidate paths

from their links. Due to such local adjustment,

even with global link state updates, mass syn-
chronization is avoided since the view of the

network for each node is different. (5) When

network is in a stable state of convergence, the

information carried in link state updates would

not become outdated and consequently each node

would have reasonably accurate view of the net-

work. Essentially the nature of information ex-

changed and the manner in which it is utilized
work in a mutually beneficial fashion and lead

the system towards a stable optimal state.
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4. Hierarchical proportional routing

The above discussion on candidate path selec-

tion and proportional routing assumes that the

network is flat. To reduce the overhead and to
increase the scalability of routing, a large network

is generally divided into multiple areas. Routers

inside an area have detailed information about

their area but only aggregated information about

other areas. The border routers perform topology

and state aggregation of their areas, exchange this

aggregated information among themselves and

also propagate a summary of this information to
interior routers within their areas. Due to incom-

plete information about the whole network, an

interior source router can only select a skeletal

path to a destination which gets expanded by the

border routers along the way to the destination.

This is referred to as hierarchical routing. The key

issue in extending the multipath routing solution

to hierarchical routing is how to perform aggre-
gation when multiple paths are used to route be-

tween a pair of border routers.

4.1. Topology and state aggregation

Topology aggregation is concerned with cap-

turing the structure of an area which is relatively

static. There are several proposals for topology
aggregation such as [13,14]. We take a simple ap-

proach where a border router makes other routers

in its area appear as directly connected to it by a

logical link. This approach is similar to the one

employed by OSPF [17]. Then state aggregation is

about summarizing the state of the network by

assigning the attributes to these logical links.

When best-path routing is used to route traffic
within an area, it is straightforward to perform

state aggregation: the attributes of a logical link

are that of the best-path. For example, when traffic

within an area is routed along shortest paths, then

the distance of the logical link between a pair of

routers would simply be the distance of the

shortest path. On the other hand, it is not obvious

how to summarize the state when multiple paths
are used to route traffic between a pair of routers.

The multipath routing scheme wdp described in

the previous section lends itself very well to ag-
gregation. Note that wdp selects candidate paths

such that the total width of these candidates is as

large as possible. This width essentially captures

the traffic-carrying capacity of all the paths be-

tween a pair of routers. Hence, we propose to

summarize the state of multiple paths between a
pair of routers by a single metric, the width of its

candidate paths. This metric not only provides

more accurate but also more stable description of

the state of the network than the best-path metric

which could change quite frequently. Given a set

of candidate paths Rr of a pair r, its width, Wr can

be computed using the procedure shown in Fig. 2,

i.e., Wr ¼WIDTHðRrÞ.
We propose a hierarchical routing scheme

based on this aggregate metric. This scheme em-

ploys wdp for intra-area routing and exchanges

aggregate width information among border rou-

ters. This aggregate information is propagated to

interior routers by border routers and conse-

quently used in the selection of skeletal higher level

paths to destinations by source routers.

4.2. Skeletal path selection

Suppose that a border router injects the ag-

gregate information it receives from other bor-

der routers into its area. For routing to a

destination in a different area, an interior source

router could then select an higher level skeletal
path consisting of border routers. Each border

router along the skeletal path would then use

intra-area routing to find a path to the next

border router along the path till the destination

is reached.

The wdp scheme can be extended naturally to

provide hierarchical proportional routing. At the

higher level each area is represented by a set of
logical links. The average available bandwidth of a

logical link corresponding to a pair r is set to the
width of r, Wr. Now we can form a higher level

network consisting of physical backbone links and

the logical aggregate links representing each area.

For example, consider the topology shown in Fig.

4(a). The corresponding higher level view of bor-

der routers is shown in Fig. 4(b). Under hierar-
chical routing, an interior source router would

have a detailed view similar to Fig. 4(a) about its
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Fig. 4. (a) Flat and (b) hierarchical views of the hisp topology.
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own area and an aggregate view similar to Fig.

4(b) about the rest of the network.

Given the higher level view of the network, a
source router can apply wdp scheme shown in Fig.

3 as is on this higher level network to identify a set

of widest disjoint paths as candidates and perform

ebp based proportioning among these higher level

candidate paths. However, there is one difference

in that two paths that are considered disjoint at the

higher level may not be really disjoint at the lower

level. We can be conservative and treat two higher
level paths as disjoint only if they do not pass

through the same area. In our study, enforcement

of such a constraint did not make much difference

since such paths were anyway not chosen due to

the sharing of inter-area links. We refer to this

hierarchical version of wdp where wdp is used for

both intra-area and inter-area routing as hwdp.
5. Related work

Several multipath routing schemes have been

proposed for balancing the load across the net-

work. The Equal Cost Multipath (ECMP) [17],

Optimized Multipath (OMP) [28,29], and MPLS

Adaptive Traffic Engineering (MATE) [7] schemes
perform packet level forwarding decisions. ECMP

splits the traffic equally among multiple equal cost

paths. However, these paths are determined stati-

cally and may not reflect the congestion state of

the network. Furthermore, it is desirable to ap-

portion the traffic according to the quality of each

path. OMP is similar in spirit to our work. OMP

also uses updates to gather link loading informa-
tion, selects a set of best paths and distributes
traffic among them. However, our scheme makes

routing decisions at the flow level and conse-

quently the objectives and procedures are different.
MATE is different from our work in that it as-

sumes that several explicit LSPs are setup and uses

active probing to measure the quality of these

paths. This paper addresses the problem of selec-

tion of good candidate paths while proportioning

among them using locally collected flow blocking

information without any explicit probes.

Another approach to path selection is to pre-
compute maximally disjoint paths [27] and attempt

them in some order. This is static and overly

conservative. What matters is not the sharing itself

but the sharing of bottleneck links, which change

with network conditions. In our scheme we dy-

namically select paths such that they are disjoint

w.r.t. bottleneck links.

QoS routing schemes have been proposed
[4,8,15,30] where flow level routing decisions are

made based upon the knowledge of the resource

availability at network nodes and the QoS re-

quirements of flows. This knowledge is obtained

through global link state information exchange

among routers in a network. These schemes, which

we refer to as global best path routing schemes,

construct a global view of the network QoS state
by piecing together the information about each

link, and perform path selection based solely on

this global view. Examples of global best path

routing schemes are widest shortest path (wsp) [8],

shortest widest path (swp) [30], and shortest dis-

tance path (sdp) [15]. While wdp also uses link state

updates, the nature of information exchanged and

the manner in which it is utilized is quite differ-
ent from global best path routing schemes. In
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Section 6, we demonstrate that wdp provides

higher throughput with lower overhead than these

schemes.

The best path routing based hierarchical rout-

ing is studied in [9]. Consider a hierarchical version

of wsp which we refer to as hwsp. Under hwsp, the
state of routing between a pair of routers is sum-

marized by the widest shortest path. Hence, the

bandwidth and the hop count of a logical link

between a pair of routers is given by bottleneck

bandwidth and the hop count of the corresponding

widest shortest path. The hwsp is a hierarchical

source routing scheme where a source router se-

lects a widest shortest higher level logical path
based on the bandwidths and hop counts of the

logical links. This skeletal path is then expanded

by the border routers using wsp to route within the

area. In the next section, we show that our hier-

archical proportional routing scheme hwdp out-

performs hwsp.
6. Performance analysis

In this section, we evaluate the performance of

the proposed hybrid proportional routing scheme

wdp. 4 We start with the description of the simu-

lation environment. First, we compare the per-

formance wdp with the optimal scheme opr and

show that wdp converges to near-optimal propor-
tions. Furthermore, we demonstrate that the per-

formance of wdp is relatively insensitive to the

values chosen for the configurable parameters. We

then contrast the performance of wdp with global

QoS routing scheme wsp in terms of the overall

blocking probability and routing overhead. Fi-

nally, we compare the performance of hierarchical

versions of these schemes.

6.1. Simulation environment

The Fig. 5 shows the isp topology used in our

study. This topology of an ISP backbone network

is also used in [1,15]. For simplicity, all the links
4 Ideally, this hybrid scheme should be referred to as

wdp þ ebp. But we simply refer to it as wdp.
are assumed to be bidirectional and of equal ca-

pacity in each direction. There are two types of

links: solid and dotted. All solid links have same

capacity with C1 units of bandwidth and similarly
all the dotted links have C2 units. The dotted links
are the access links and for the purpose of our
study their capacity is assumed to be higher than

solid links. Otherwise, access links become the

bottleneck limiting the impact of multipath rout-

ing and hence not an interesting case for our study.

Flows arriving into the network are assumed to

require one unit of bandwidth. Hence a link with

capacity C can accommodate at most C flows si-

multaneously.
The flow dynamics of the network is modeled as

follows (similar to the model used in [26]). The

nodes labeled with bigger font are considered to be

source (ingress) or destination (egress) nodes.

Flows arrive at a source node according to a

Poisson process with rate k. The destination node
of a flow is chosen randomly from the set of all

nodes except the source node. The holding time of
a flow is exponentially distributed with mean 1=l.
Following [26], the offered network load on isp is

given by q ¼ kN�hh=lðL1C1 þ L2C2Þ, where N is the

number of source nodes, L1 and L2 are the number
of solid and dotted links respectively, and �hh is the
mean number of hops per flow, averaged across all

source–destination pairs. The parameters used in

our simulations are C1 ¼ 20, C2 ¼ 30, 1=l ¼ 1 min
(here after written as just m). The topology specific
parameters are N ¼ 6, L1 ¼ 36, L2 ¼ 24, �hh ¼ 3:27.
The average arrival rate at a source node k is set
depending upon the desired load q.
The wdp scheme has several configurable pa-

rameters as listed in Fig. 6. These parameters are

set as follows by default. Any change from these
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settings is explicitly mentioned wherever necessary.

The default values for these parameters are
w ¼ 0:2, s ¼ 30 m, h ¼ 60 m, n ¼ 180 m. For each
pair r, all the paths between them whose length is
at most one hop more than the minimum number

of hops is included in the feasible path set bRRr. The

maximum number of candidate paths allowed

between a source–destination pair is varied from 1

to 4 but in most simulations it is set to 3. The

amount of offered load on the network q is set to
0.55. Each run simulates arrival of 1,000,000 flows

and the results corresponding to the latter half of

the simulation are reported here. These simula-

tions are performed using ns2 [22]. The scripts

corresponding to the results presented in this pa-

per can be found in [21].

6.2. Performance of wdp

In this section, we compare the performance of

wdp and opr to show that wdp converges to near-

optimal proportions using only a few paths for

routing traffic. We also demonstrate that wdp is

relatively insensitive to the settings for the config-

urable parameters.
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6.2.1. Convergence

Fig. 7 illustrates the convergence process of

wdp. The results are shown for different values of

g ¼ 1; . . . ; 4. Fig. 7(a) compares the performance
of wdp, opr and ebp. The performance is measured
in terms of the overall flow blocking probability,

which is defined as the ratio of the total number of

blocked flows to the total number of flow arrivals.

The overall blocking probability is plotted as a

function of time. In the case of opr, the algorithm

is run offline to find the optimal proportions given

the set of feasible paths and the offered load be-

tween each pair of nodes. The resulting propor-
tions are then used in simulation for statically

proportioning the traffic among the set of feasible

paths. The ebp scheme refers to the localized

scheme used in isolation for adaptively propor-

tioning across all the feasible paths. As noted

earlier all paths of length either minhop or

minhop þ 1 are chosen as the set of feasible paths
in our study.
There are several conclusions that can be drawn

from Fig. 7(a). First, the wdp scheme converges for

all values of g. Given that the time between

changes to candidate path sets, n, is 180 m, it
reaches steady state within (on average) 5 path

recomputations per pair. Second, there is a marked

reduction in the blocking probability when the

number of paths allowed, g, is changed from 1 to
2. It is evident that there is quite a significant gain

in using multipath routing instead of single path

routing. When the limit g is increased from 2 to 3
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the improvement in blocking is somewhat less but

significant. Note that in our topology there are at

most two paths between a pair that do not share

any links. But there could be more than two paths

that are mutually disjoint w.r.t. bottleneck links.

The performance difference between g values of 2
and 3 is an indication that we only need to ensure

that candidate paths do not share congested links.

However using more than 3 paths per pair helps

very little in decreasing the blocking probability.

Third, the ebp scheme also converges, albeit

slowly. Though it performs much better than wdp

with single path, it is worse than wdp with g ¼ 2.
But when ebp is used in conjunction with path
selection under wdp it converges quickly to lower

blocking probability using only a few paths. Fi-

nally, using at most 3 paths per pair, the wdp

scheme approaches the performance of optimal

proportional routing scheme. 5

Fig. 7(b) establishes the convergence of wdp. It

shows the average number of changes to the can-

didate path set as a function of time. Here the
change refers to either addition, deletion or re-

placement operation on the candidate path set Rr

of any pair r. Note that the cumulative number of
changes are plotted as a function of time and hence

a plateau implies that there is no change to any of

the path sets. It can be seen that the path sets

change incrementally initially and after a while

they stabilize. Thereafter each pair sticks to the set
of chosen paths. It should be noted that starting

with at most 3 minhop paths as candidates and

making as few as 1.2 changes to the set of candi-

date paths, the wdp scheme achieves almost opti-

mal performance.

We now compare the average number of paths

used by a source–destination pair for routing. The

mean number of paths used by each pair for
routing are shown in Fig. 8. Note that in wdp

scheme g only specifies the maximum allowed

number of paths per pair. The actual number of

paths selected for routing depends on their widths.

The average number of paths used by wdp for g of
5 It may be surprising to see wdp(4) performing better,

though very slightly, than opr. This is due to the statistical

fluctuations in traffic and the static proportioning in case of opr.
2 and 3 are 1.7 and 1.9 respectively. The number of

paths used stays same even for higher values of g.
The ebp scheme uses all the given feasible paths for

routing. It can measure the quality of a path only
by routing some traffic along that path. The av-

erage number of feasible paths chosen are 5.6. In

case of opr we count only those paths that are

assigned a proportion of at least 0.10 by the op-

timal offline algorithm. The average number of

such paths under opr scheme are 2.4. These results

support our claim that wdp performs almost like

opr while using fewer paths.

6.2.2. Sensitivity

The wdp scheme requires periodic updates to

obtain global link state information and to per-

form path selection. To study the impact of update

interval on the performance of wdp, we conducted

several simulations with different update intervals

ranging from s ¼ 1 to 60 m. The Fig. 9(a) shows
the flow blocking probability as a function of up-

date interval. At smaller update intervals there is

some variation in the blocking probability, but

much less variation at larger update intervals. It is

also clear that increasing the update interval does

not cause any significant change in the blocking

probability. To study the effect of update interval

on the stability of wdp, we plotted the average
number of path set changes as a function of update

interval in Fig. 9(b). It shows that the candidate

path set of a pair changes often when the updates

are frequent. When the update interval is small,

the average residual bandwidths of links resemble
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their instantaneous values, thus highly varying.

Due to such variations, paths may appear wider or

narrower than they actually are, resulting in un-
necessary changes to candidate paths. However,

this does not have a significant impact on the

blocking performance due to adaptive propor-

tional routing among the selected paths. For the

purpose of reducing overhead and increasing sta-

bility, we suggest that the update interval s be
reasonably large, while ensuring that it is much

smaller than the path recomputation interval n.
We also studied the sensitivity of wdp to the

width increase threshold parameter for changing

the candidate path set, w. The simulations were
run for five different values of w from 0.10 to 0.30.
Fig. 10(a) shows the flow blocking probability as a

function of w. It can be seen that the blocking
performance of wdp is relatively insensitive to the
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Fig. 10. Sensitivity of wdp to change threshold w. (a) Block
value of w. Once again in Fig. 10(b) the number of
path set changes is shown as a function of w. As
expected, there are fewer changes as the w value
increases. However this does not effect the block-

ing significantly since much wider paths are in-

cluded in the set anyway. Only those paths that

may contribute to the width by a small amount are

excluded by choosing higher w value. To ensure

that good paths are not excluded and not so good

paths are not included we suggest setting w to a

value around 0.20.

6.3. Comparison of wsp and wdp

We now compare the performance of hybrid

QoS routing scheme wdp with a global QoS rout-

ing scheme wsp. The wsp is a well-studied [1,9,15]

scheme that selects the widest shortest path for
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each flow based on the global network view ob-

tained through link state updates. The information

carried in these updates is the residual bandwidth

at the instant of the update. Note that wdp also

employs link state updates but the information

exchanged is average residual bandwidth over a
period not its instantaneous value. We use wsp as a

representative of global QoS routing schemes as it

was shown to perform the best among similar

schemes such as shortest widest path and shortest

distance path. In the following, we first compare

the performance of wdp with wsp in terms of flow

blocking probability and then the routing over-

head.

6.3.1. Blocking probability

Fig. 11(a) shows the blocking probability as a

function of update interval s used in wsp. The s for
wdp is fixed at 30 m. The offered load on the net-

work q was set to 0.55. It is clear that the perfor-
mance of wsp degrades drastically as the update

interval increases. The wdp scheme, using at most
two paths per pair and infrequent updates with

s ¼ 30 m, blocks fewer flows than wsp, that uses
many more paths and frequent updates with

s ¼ 0:5 m. The performance of wdp even with a
single path is comparable to wsp with s ¼ 1:5 m.
Fig. 11(b) displays the flow blocking probability as

a function of offered network load q which is

varied from 0.50 to 0.60. Once again, the s for wdp
is set to 30 m and the performance of wsp is plotted

for three different settings of s: 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 m.
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Fig. 11. Performance comparison of wdp and wsp. (a
It can be seen that across all loads the performance

of wdp with g ¼ 2 is better than wsp with s ¼ 0:5.
Similarly with just one path, wdp performs better

than wsp with s ¼ 2:0 and approaches the perfor-
mance of s ¼ 1:0 as the load increases. It is also
worth noting that wdp with two paths rejects sig-
nificantly fewer flows than with just one path,

justifying the need for multipath routing.

The simulation environment used for the per-

formance evaluation of wdp so far has six source

nodes. To understand the ability of wdp in dealing

with many sources, we have performed a set of

simulations with more nodes generating traffic.

Fig. 12(a) shows the results of a scenario when
nine border nodes are acting as sources and des-

tinations. The performance of wdp is shown with

g ¼ 3. The performance of wsp is plotted for two
different settings of s: 0.25, 0.50. Similarly, Fig.
12(b) shows the blocking probability of these

schemes when all 18 nodes are source nodes. In

both cases, the performance of wdp is better than

wsp with update interval of 15 s. To further vali-
date the relative performance of wdp, we have

conducted simulations using bigger topologies. We

have generated a 50 node topology and a 100 node

topology using BRITE [16]. We then chose a set of

node pairs that are at least certain hops (4 for 50-

node topology and 5 for 100-node topology) away

as the source–destination pairs. The number of

such node pairs are 101 for 50-node topology and
135 for 100-node topology. The total load applied

on the network is varied from 400 to 600. Fig. 13
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Fig. 12. Comparison using more traffic sources. (a) Border nodes as sources and (b) fall nodes as sources.
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Fig. 13. Comparison using bigger network topologies: (a) 50 nodes and (b) 100 nodes.
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compares the blocking performance of wdp and

wsp under these settings. Once again, the blocking

probability of wdp is smaller than wsp with update

interval of 15 s. These results further confirm that

irrespective of the traffic and topology settings,

with very infrequent updates wdp outperforms wsp

with frequent updates.

There are several factors contributing to the
superior performance of wdp. First, it is the nature

of information used to capture the link state.

Under wdp, the information exchanged about a

link is its average not instantaneous residual

bandwidth and hence less variable. Second, before

picking the widest disjoint paths, the residual

bandwidth on all the links along the current can-

didate path are adjusted to account for the load
offered on that path by this pair. Such a local ad-
justment to the global information makes the net-

work state appear differently to each source. It is

as if each source receives a customized update

about the state of each link. The sources that are

currently routing through a link perceive higher

residual bandwidth on that link than other sour-

ces. This causes a source to continue using the

same path to a destination unless it finds a much
wider path. This in turn reduces the variation in

link state and consequently the updated informa-

tion does not get outdated too soon. In contrast,

wsp exchanges highly varying instantaneous re-

sidual bandwidth information and all the sources

have the same view of the network. This results in

mass synchronization as every source prefers good

links and avoids bad links. This in turn increases
the variance in instantaneous residual bandwidth
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values and causes route oscillation. 6 The wdp

scheme, on the other hand, by selecting paths using

both local and global information and by em-

ploying ebp based adaptive proportioning delivers

stable and robust performance.

6.4. Heterogeneous traffic

The discussion so far is focused on the case

where the traffic is homogeneous, i.e., all flows

request for one unit of bandwidth and their

holding times are derived from the same expo-

nential distribution with a fixed mean value. Here

we study the applicability of wdp in routing het-
erogeneous traffic where flows could request for

varying bandwidths with their holding times de-

rived from different distributions. We demonstrate

that wdp is insensitive to the duration of individual

flows and hence we do not need to differentiate

flows based on their holding times. We also show

that when the link capacities are considerably

larger than the average bandwidth request of
flows, it may not be necessary to treat them dif-

ferently and hence wdp can be used as is to route

heterogeneous traffic.

Consider the case of traffic with k types of flows,
each flow of type i having a mean holding time
1=li and requesting bandwidth Bi. Let qi be the

offered load on the network due to flows of type i,
where the total offered load, q ¼

Pk
i¼1 qi. The

fraction of total traffic that is of type i, /i ¼ qi=q.
The arrival rate of type i flows at a source node, ki

is given by ki ¼ qiliLC=N�hhBi, which is an exten-

sion of the formula presented in Section 6.1. To

account for the heterogeneity of traffic, bandwidth

blocking ratio [15] is used as the performance

metric for comparing different routing schemes.

The bandwidth blocking ratio is defined as the
ratio of the bandwidth usage corresponding to

blocked flows and the total bandwidth usage of all

the offered traffic. Suppose bi is the observed
6 Some remedial solutions were proposed in [1,2] to deal with

the inaccuracy at a source node. However, the fundamental

problem remains and the observations made in this paper still

apply.
blocking probability for flows of type i, then the
bandwidth blocking ratio is given byPk

i¼1 ðbikiBi=liÞPk
i¼1 ðkiBi=liÞ

:

In the following, we compare the performance of

wdp and wsp, measured in terms of bandwidth

blocking ratio, under different traffic conditions,

varying the fractions /i to control the traffic mix.

Mixed holding times. We now examine the case
of traffic with two types of flows that request for

the same amount of bandwidth, i.e., B1 ¼ B2 ¼ 1,
but with different holding times. We consider three

scenarios. In the first scenario, both types of flows

have their holding times derived from exponential

distribution but their means are different: 60 and

120 s. In the second scenario, both types have the

same mean holding time of 60 s but their distri-
butions are different: exponential and pareto. In

the third scenario, holding times of both types of

flows follow pareto distribution but their means

are different: 60 and 120 s. In all these scenarios, a

load of 0.55 is offered between the nodes labeled

with bigger font in isp topology given in Fig. 5.

Fig. 14 shows the performance of wdp and wsp

under these different scenarios.
Consider the first scenario where type 1 flows

are short (1=l1 ¼ 60 s) and type 2 flows are long
(1=l1 ¼ 120 s), but both are exponentially dis-
tributed. Fig. 14(a) shows the bandwidth blocking

ratio plotted as a function of the fraction /1 cor-
responding to short flows. It is quite evident that

the performance of wsp degrades as the proportion

of short flows increases while that of wdp stays
almost constant. The behavior of wsp is as ex-

pected since the shorter flows cause more fluctua-

tion in the network QoS state and the information

at a source node becomes more inaccurate as the

QoS state update interval gets larger relative to

flow dynamics. On the contrary, wdp is insensitive

to the duration of flows.

In the second scenario, a fraction of flows have
their holding times derived from a pareto distri-

bution while the rest have their holding times de-

rived from an exponential distribution. The mean

holding time of both the types is the same, 60 s.

The pareto distribution is long tailed with its tail
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controlled by a shape parameter. We have experi-

mented with different shape values in the range

2.1–2.5 and found that results are similar. The

results reported here correspond to a shape value

of 2.2. In Fig. 14(b), bandwidth blocking ratio is

plotted as a function of the fraction of pareto type
flows. As the fraction of pareto flows increases, the

blocking under wsp(30) increases while it stays

almost same under wsp(15). The number of short

(much less than mean holding time) flows are more

under the pareto distribution than the exponential

distribution because of the long tail of pareto.

Consequently, update interval has to be small to

capture the fluctuations due to such short flows.
That is why the performance of wsp(30) degrades

while wsp(15) is not affected. The relative perfor-

mance of these schemes in the third scenario is

similar to the first scenario with short and long

flows. An important thing to note is that in all the

scenarios the performance of wdp is insensitive to

the holding times of flows.

Varying bandwidth requests. Now, consider the
case of traffic with two types of flows, each re-
questing for different amount of bandwidth but

having the same mean holding time. The band-

width requests of flows are derived uniformly from

a range: 0.5–1.5 for small flows and 1.5–2.5 for

large flows, i.e., the mean bandwidth of small flows

is 1 while it is 2 for large flows. The holding times
of all the flows are drawn from an exponential

distribution with mean 60 s. The performance is

measured varying the mix of small and large

flows. Fig. 15 shows the bandwidth blocking ra-

tio as a function of the fraction of small flows.

First thing to note is that wdp performs poorly

when the majority of flows are large. However, as

the number of small flows increases, it approaches
the performance of wsp(15). The reason is that

routing under wdp is independent of the amount

of bandwidth requested while wsp is conscious of

the bandwidth requested. However, when the link

capacity is much larger than a flow�s bandwidth
request, wdp performs fine even though it is un-

conscious of the requested amount. To illustrate

this, we doubled the capacity of all links and
measured the performance of both the schemes
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under similar load conditions as the previous case.
Fig. 15 shows that wdp performs as well as

wsp(15). In general, we found that when band-

width requests are significantly smaller than the

link capacity, it is not necessary for wdp to differ-

entiate between different bandwidth requests.

6.4.1. Routing overhead

Now we compare the amount of overhead in-
curred by wdp and wsp. This overhead can be

categorized into per-flow routing overhead and

operational overhead. We discuss these two sepa-

rately in the following.

The wsp scheme selects a path by first pruning

the links with insufficient available bandwidth and

then performing a variant of Dijkstra�s algorithm
on the resulting graph to find the shortest path
with maximum bottleneck bandwidth. This takes

at least OðE logNÞ time where N is the number of

nodes and E is the total number of links in the
network. Assuming precomputation of a set of

paths Rr to each destination, to avoid searching

the whole graph for path selection, it still need to

traverse all the links of these precomputed paths

to identify the widest shortest path. This amounts
to an overhead of OðLrÞ, where Lr is the total

number of links in the set Rr. On the other hand, in

wdp one of the candidate paths is chosen in a

weighted round robin fashion whose complexity is

OðgÞ which is much less than OðLrÞ for wsp.
Now consider the operational overhead. Both

schemes require link state updates to carry residual
bandwidth information. However the frequency of
updates needed for proper functioning of wdp is no

more than what is used to carry connectivity in-

formation in traditional routing protocols such as

OSPF. Therefore, the average residual bandwidth

information required by wdp can be piggybacked

along with the conventional link state updates.

Hence, wdp does not cause any additional burden

on the network. On the other hand, the wsp
scheme requires frequent updates consuming both

network bandwidth and processing power. Fur-

thermore wsp uses too many paths. The wdp

scheme uses only a few preset paths, thus avoiding

per-flow path setup. Only admission control deci-

sion need to be made by routers along the path.

The other overheads incurred only by wdp are

periodic proportion computation and candidate
path computation. The proportion computation

procedure is extremely simple and costs no more

than OðgÞ. Assuming all paths are feasible, the
candidate path computation amounts to finding g
widest paths and hence its worst case time com-

plexity is OðgN 2Þ. However, this cost is incurred
only once every n period. Considering both the
blocking performance and the routing cost, we
conclude that wdp yields much higher throughput

with much lower overhead than wsp.

6.5. Performance of hwdp

In this section, we evaluate the performance of

the hierarchical routing schemes. We first compare
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the performance of hwdp scheme with flat wdp

scheme and then with wsp and hwsp schemes.

6.5.1. Simulation environment

The simulation setup to evaluate hierarchical

routing schemes is somewhat different from that
used in the evaluation of flat routing schemes. In

the following, we provide the additional informa-

tion.

Figs. 4(a) and 16 show the topologies used in

our study. The hisp topology is a slightly altered

hierarchical version of the isp topology. The rand

topology is similar to the one used in [9]. In both

the topologies the thin links connect routers within
an area and the thick links are the backbone links.

All thin links are assumed have same capacity of

20 units and all thick links have 30 units. The

nodes marked with a �	� are considered to be source
or destination routers.

The default values for the configurable param-

eters of the schemes being simulated are as follows.

The update interval s in wsp and hwsp is set to 0.5
or 30 m and in the rest of our proportional routing

schemes it is set to 30 m. The observation interval

between recomputations of proportions h in the
flat wdp scheme is set to 40 m and candidate path

selection is done every n ¼ 120 m. Same settings
are used for inter-area routing in case of hwdp and

the corresponding values for intra-area routing are

20 and 60 m respectively. These values are chosen
such that inter-area paths are changed more

gradually than intra-area paths for the purpose of

stability. The number of candidate paths allowed
1
1

2

2

3

Fig. 16. The rand topology.
between a pair of nodes g is set to 3 for flat routing
and intra-area routing.

6.5.2. Convergence and adaptivity

Fig. 17 illustrates the convergence and adap-

tivity of proportional routing schemes. The results
corresponding to hisp topology are shown in Fig.

17(a) and that of rand topology are shown in Fig.

17(b). The overall flow blocking probability is

plotted as a function of time. We consider two

traffic scenarios. In scenario I, all source–destina-

tion pairs are offered an equal amount of load and

in scenario II, certain ‘‘hot pairs’’ exchange more

traffic than other pairs. We have chosen two hot
pairs marked by 1 and 2 in case of hisp. Similarly

in case of rand three pairs are chosen as hot. In

case of hisp, we offer a load of 200 in scenario I

which is equally split between all source–destina-

tion pairs and in scenario II a load of 150 that is

equally split among all pairs and a load 50 that is

equally split among hot pairs only. The corre-

sponding values for rand case are 300, 200 and 100
respectively.

The performance of hwdp is shown for two

cases with the number of higher level candidate

paths set to 1 and 2. We start the simulations with

scenario I and switch to scenario II after some-

time. There are several observations that can be

made from these results. Starting with an arbitrary

set of candidates and proportions, proportional
routing schemes gradually converge to stable state.

This gets disturbed when the traffic scenario

changes and the blocking probability shoots up as

the candidates and their proportions chosen for

one traffic pattern are not perfect for a different

traffic pattern. Consequently the proposed pro-

portional routing schemes gradually adapt to the

new traffic conditions and converge to stable state
again.

With a single candidate path hierarchical hwdp

scheme performs worse than flat wdp scheme.

However, when the number of candidates is in-

creased to two, there is almost no difference in

blocking performance between these two schemes.

These results indicate that there is significant gain

in using multiple candidates for inter-area routing
also. The gain is more pronounced in case of hisp

than in rand and also in scenario II with hot pairs
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and thus non-uniform load than in scenario I with

uniform load.

6.5.3. Blocking performance

Fig. 18(a) and (b) show the performance of

these schemes under different load conditions for
hisp and rand topologies respectively. The block-

ing probability is plotted as a function of offered

load which is varied from 180 to 220 in case of hisp

and 260 to 340 in case of rand. Note that the up-

date interval s in wsp and hwsp is set to 30 s while
that in all our proportional routing schemes is set

to 30 m. We also show the performance of flat wsp

scheme with update interval of 0 s as a reference.
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Fig. 18. Performance comparison with best-pa
This corresponds to the case of instantaneous

updates, i.e., an update generated for every change

in a link�s available bandwidth, or to the case of a
server that keeps track of the current state of the

network and performs path selection and admis-

sion control in a centralized manner.
First, let us look at the impact of update in-

terval and state aggregation on the performance of

wsp scheme. There is a drastic increase in the

blocking probability when the update interval is

changed from an unrealistic setting of 0 s to a

more realistic value of 30 s. This shows the impact

of inaccuracy on best-path routing schemes

and that they work well only with very frequent
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updates. Essentially best-path routing is suitable

for centralized routing but not appropriate for

distributed routing. The hierarchical version of

wsp, hwsp fares worse than wsp. This is because the

impact of inaccuracy introduced by the best-path

based aggregation gets further amplified by the
selection of the best higher level logical path based

on inaccurate information.

Now, let us compare the proposed hierarchical

proportional routing scheme hwdp with best-path

routing schemes wsp and hwsp. It is expected that

with always up-to-date information (update in-

terval of 0 s), the flat wsp scheme would perform

better than proportional routing schemes. How-
ever, it is surprising that with only aggregate in-

formation and update interval of 30 m, hwdp

performs much better than even the flat wsp

scheme with update interval of 30 s. It is worth

noting that this is the case even when the number

of candidates is limited to one. Furthermore, the

gap in blocking performance between hwdp and

wsp widens with the larger rand topology. These
results demonstrate that proportional routing

schemes with their minimal update overhead are

more suitable than best path routing schemes for

routing in large networks.
7. Conclusions

The performance of multipath routing hinges

critically on the number and the quality of the

selected paths. We addressed these issues in the

context of the proportional routing paradigm,

where the traffic is proportioned among a few

good paths instead of routing it all along the best

path. We proposed a hybrid approach that uses
both global and local information for selecting a

few good paths and for proportioning the traffic

among the selected paths. We presented a wdp

scheme that performs ebp based proportioning

over widest disjoint paths. A set of widest paths

that are disjoint w.r.t. bottleneck links are chosen

based on globally exchanged link state metrics.

The ebp strategy is used for adaptively propor-
tioning traffic among these paths based on locally

collected path state metrics. We compared the
performance of our wdp scheme with that of op-

timal proportional routing scheme opr and shown

that the proposed scheme achieves almost optimal

performance using much fewer paths. We also

demonstrated that the proposed scheme yields

higher throughput with lower overhead compared
to other link state update based schemes such as

wsp.

We have also discussed how proportional rout-

ing can be extended to provide hierarchical routing

across large networks that are divided into multi-

ple areas. We proposed an aggregation method

that summarizes the state of multiple paths be-

tween two routers in an area using a single metric.
We presented a hierarchical multipath routing

scheme hierarchical widest disjoint paths (hwdp)

based on this aggregate metric. We evaluated its

performance and shown that the proposed hier-

archical proportional routing scheme performs as

well as flat proportional routing scheme wdp.

Furthermore, we demonstrated that this scheme

with only aggregate information outperforms even
the flat best-path routing scheme wsp having de-

tailed information about the network. Based on

our results, we conclude that hwdp scheme, with its

low overhead and high throughput, is a suitable

choice for hierarchical routing across large net-

works.
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